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We’re a fresh, new payment-processing partner, and we do things a little
differently (and a lot better) than what you’re used to.
Simple
How do you pick a payment processing company? Comparing rates and shopping around is
confusing and takes time. You just need a safe and reliable way to process payments, with
rates you can understand and afford. That’s what we do.
With simple rates and simple statements, clarity is at the heart of everything we do.

Honest
Because the payment processing world is so confusing, it’s easy to get taken advantage of. It’s
a jungle out there. We started PandaPay because we wanted to provide something rare in the
industry - honesty.
We’ll never charge unethical fees or surprise you with rate hikes. Ever.

Straightforward
Get exactly what you need to process payments - no more, no less. We accept the same
payment types and offer the same machines as our competitors. With us, you get all the
credibility and security of the big banks, but without the huge profit margin.
What you need is what you get.
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Get paid in-store, online, and on-the-go with our full line of modern terminals,
e-commerce solutions, and billing services.
Our Products
Variety is the spice of life - and shopping - and we’ve got all the tools you need to accept any
kind of payment, anywhere. From traditional countertop terminals to integrated, wireless units
for delivery drivers, and online recurring payments or fund transfers - there isn’t a payment type
we can’t handle.
You also have the flexibility to buy or rent your equipment, all without a contract or hassle.
You tell us what you need, and we’ll make it happen.

Our Service

Something else that sets us apart from the big banks is our stellar one-on-one service. No more
dialing a call center, explaining your situation from scratch, and hoping you’ll get someone
helpful. Instead, you’ll have a the personal phone number of your dedicated rep to call anytime,
day or night. That’s what we call service.

No Repricing. Ever.
You trust your bank. The rates start out fair. But then you get a reprice. You might not even see
it, hidden in the fine print at the bottom of your statement. But every 6 months to a year, you’ll
see your rates go higher and higher.
Not with PandaPay. We don’t reprice. Ever. We have a set profit margin that will never change.
We believe in our no-repricing policy so much that we literally have a guarantee about it on our
contracts. It’s our promise to you that we’ll always keep everything black and white.
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What are people saying about PandaPay?
{Testimonials}

